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II. Pudgala matter has special attributes: 

(1) touch (2) taste (3) smell (4) color 

III. Dharma has for its special attribute the quality of being the medium of              

motion. 

IV. Adharma is the medium of rest. 

V. Akasha or space's special attribute is to give place to all substances. 

VI. Kala or time's special attribute is to bring about modifications (paryaya). 

Modifications occur only with    

reference to attributes. This    

alone is what is meant by      

birth and decay. Modifications    

or conditions change, i.e. a     

new condition is born, i.e     

comes into existence   

(utpada) and the old one decays, i.e. goes out of existence (vyaya). 

The essential attributes of the substance always persist through all these           

modifications. It must be clearly understood and constantly remembered         

that substance is one; the birth and decay in its modifications and the             

continuance of the substance (dhrauvya) itself are only three aspects of           

viewing one and the same thing. 



Also, substance (dravya), attribute (guna), and modification (paryaya) are         

three mutually interpervasive aspects of the trinity. An attribute is nothing           

different from substance and modification. So for all the three. When we            

talk or think of one, we necessarily talk or think of the remaining two. The               

soul with omniscience sees the whole trinity in its entirety at one and the              

same time. 

In the universe, the jiva dravya or soul is found mixed with the nonliving              

matter. Death is the most universal and eternal phenomenon. The body is            

living; when death intervenes, the body becomes lifeless or dies. Life has            

left the body. This, life is the soul; the body represents the grossest and              

most visible form of matter, with which the life was clothed, and which was              

"living" only so long as life or soul was united with it. The soul is a                

self-existing entity and its existence is well proved. Since it is formless, it is              

not perceptible to our eyes. We do not see wind, but its effect is felt.               

Because of the effect the cause exists. The effect (actions) of Atma i.e. soul              

is perceptible in a living man because a living man moves, walks, plays             

does work, and even thinks in various ways. All this is not perceptible in a               

dead man. 

- To be continued 


